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The longer we wait for pension reform, the higher the
price we will pay

July 14, 2013 | By Rahm Emanuel

We can do everything else right as a city, but without fundamental changes to our pension system, the tough

choices and critical investments we have made will be for naught. Our broken pension system not only

threatens hard-won investments we have made in rebuilding our infrastructure or in early childhood

education , it endangers essential city services.
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Just look at the $1 billion deficit that landed on the doorstep of our city's schools . Pension payments

comprise 40 percent of the system's shortfall. Without pension reform, that share will only rise in years to

come.

The Chicago Public Schools has made more than $600 million in cuts to its central office over the past two

years, but it is simply not possible to cut our way to a solution. Without comprehensive pension reforms,

many of the gains we have made in that time — from higher graduation rates to providing every child a full

day of kindergarten — are at risk.

What we see in our schools is a preview of what is to come for every critical service the city provides. In less

than three years, payments to meet our pension payments will comprise 22 percent of the city's budget — $1

out of every $5. Without meaningful pension reform in Springfield, we will face a series of unpalatable

choices — between pension payments and public health, pension payments and public safety, pension

payments and programs for children and seniors.

We do not face these challenges because public employees did anything wrong; they did what was required

of them with every pay stub. Taxpayers did nothing wrong either. We are here today because those in
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positions of responsibility on both sides of the table failed to address this challenge.

My administration has taken on the tough, long-term challenges in our plan to address the exploding costs

of retiree health care on the city's budget. During the next three years, we will work with retirees to

transition them into new plans, to provide them the coverage and care they need, and at the same time save

Chicago taxpayers more than $100 million a year.

This solution shows it is possible to respect both retirees and taxpayers, while providing support to those

who need it most. Those same principles served as a guide for the road map to pension reform I introduced

last spring in Springfield.

By addressing cost-of-living increases, retirement ages and employee contributions, while adding an

element of choice in our plans, we can protect both retiree benefits and taxpayer pocketbooks — something

the current system does not provide.

While making these changes will not be easy, failure to do so will prove much more difficult. The system as

it stands today is fundamentally dishonest to taxpayers and retirees. The reforms I seek are reasonable and

necessary to protect essential services in our city and provide secure retirements at a cost taxpayers can

afford.

The way the current pension system penalizes Chicago's taxpayers must also change. For too long, Chicago

taxpayers have done double duty when it comes to teachers' pensions. We can no longer be expected to

fund retirement for our own teachers and contribute to the retirement of teachers throughout the state. It

is patently unfair and must be corrected.
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The longer we delay bringing comprehensive changes to our pension system, the more likely the markets will

punish our inaction. The longer we wait, the higher the price we pay.

Failure to reform the Illinois pension system has already caused several credit downgrades, making

borrowing more costly and future investments more expensive throughout the state. Without urgent and

comprehensive reform, it will only get worse.

Unless Springfield comes together and recognizes that local pension funds must be reformed, the future of

Chicago and Illinois is at risk. I urge those in Springfield to remember we were elected to address the issues

of our times, not the issues we prefer. Holding public office means upholding a public trust — it means

having the courage to make the tough calls and confront difficult decisions.

Springfield needs to understand that a pension solution that leaves local governments on the sidelines isn't a

solution at all. It merely scratches the surface of what businesses, taxpayers and retirees face throughout this

state.

Rahm Emanuel is the mayor of Chicago.
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